
Happy New Year!  No, it’s not early.  Advent begins the church’s new year.  Kate
wonders if we are ready.  Message is based on Isaiah 2:1-5 and Matthew 24:36-44.

Today begins a new year in the church. 
With the first Sunday of Advent, we begin a new
cycle of the lectionary readings.  After focusing
on Luke last year, we now move to Matthew as
the primary gospel.  After going through the
entire range of Jesus’ life, death, and
resurrection, we begin again here.  Fresh slate. 
Another chance to learn what we need to learn. 
Another opportunity to let the word of God sink
more deeply into our souls.

For a long time, I thought it strange that
the church’s new year should begin here, with no
particular event to mark it.  Why not the day of
Jesus’ birth, or better, Easter, the celebration of
new life, or even better yet, Pentecost, the day
the church was born of the spirit and everything
was set in motion?  Instead, we begin today, not
with a particular story but with a warning in the
night of something to come, some one to be
awake and ready for.  And a vision, as in the
words of Isaiah with which this service began,
that there will be in the future a time when all
shall walk the paths of justice while swords will
be beaten into plowshares, and people will war
no more.  A warning and a vision, this is how
we begin the church’s year.

The threatening warning and beautiful
vision both foresee the advent or the coming of
God into the world.  One is rather dark and
menacing, using the images of a thief in the
night and a flood that sweeps everything away. 
The other is as bright and brilliant as the sun,
with the whole world walking in harmony in the
light.  What is striking is that they bring the same
message, God’s coming.  The difference between
the two is that one warns that we might not be
ready, we may be too busy with the expectations
and demands of the society we have created and
sustained.  We may be unprepared and
unwilling to accept when God comes offering
something utterly different.  Godis then
experienced as an unwelcome intruder.  “You
want what?  Go away and let me get back to
bed!” 

On the other hand, in the vision of Isaiah,
and it is a visionbeginning, “The word that
Isaiah son of Amozsaw concerning Judah and
Jerusalem…”  In this reading, when God comes,
the people are ready.  They move out to meet the
Holy One, to learn the holy ways, to walk the
holy paths.  The coming of God is not an
intrusion, but an opportunity for transformation
in which violence becomes a thing of the past
and all of us, all nations, all peoples of all kinds,
shall walk together in light.

So, I need to ask you, is the coming of
God into the world, into your life, an intrusion? 
Or is it an opportunity for transformation? 
When God whispers in the night, does it make
you want to pull the blanket over your head?  Or
does your heart open, as you courageously
answer, “Here I am!”?  

Perhaps the First Sunday of Advent is not
such a bad time for a new year’s day.  On
January 1 , we make resolutions on how west

want our lives to be in the future. On this day we
resolve whether we aspire to a God-filled life or
simply want to go on, start the new year,
business as usual.  In the latter case, we may
give lip service to God in our life and in our
church, but if the invitation to universal love
and compassionshows up on our doorstep,
which is what God brings for it iswhat Godis,
we will not be prepared.  We wouldn’t know
what is happening or what to do.  We wouldhide
behind our walls, keeping our swords and our
guns ready in case the challenge is too much for
us.  Our anxiety would rule us.  And mark my
words, the flood will come.

But, if a God-filled life is what we desire,
and business as usual won’t cut it right now, then
it is time to prepare ourselves and our church for
divine visitation.  We must resolve to get ready
together, for the kind of love that God is isway
too big for us to respond to alone.  But we do
need to begin with our own hearts, dismantling
our personal defenses, sharpening our listening
ears, learning to distinguish between the true



voice of love and the voice of our own ego and
the fear-filled voice of our culture.  We must
develop the daring to respond to God not as an
intruder, but as a welcome guest who will
transform everything in our inner house, creating
a place of safety and welcome for the whole
world.

This morning, let us imagine along with
Isaiah and Matthew what would happen if God
would show up in any form at our church,
inviting us to courageous love.  It could be in the
form of a homeless old man beaten by lifeor a
woman with four kids beaten by her spouse.  It
could be a Muslim family harassed in their
community, a transgender teen wearing the pall
of rejection,a person suffering the plague of
AIDS, or a war torn veteran suffering PTSD. It
could be a frightened migrant fighting
deportation.  It could be an entire wave of
refugees fleeing war.  Imagine their faces and
feel their physical presence as they sit in the pew
beside you.  Be honest with yourself, are they
intruding?  Are they going to upset business as
usual?  Or does radical love well up in your
heart, and in the heart of this faith community? 
And what would happen then?

In a few weeks, we will be asked to
receive God in the form of the Christ child into
this space in love and joy.  These are the people
he brings with him and more.  Are you ready? 
Are we ready?  Dear church, Advent is the time
to prepare.
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The Breathing Space 
of Advent

A MEDITATIVE RETREAT

Saturday, Dec. 3rd

10 am – 12 noon
The First Church in Belfast Sanctuary

Facilitator:  Rev. Dr. Kate Winters

Join us in creating a breathing space in a time
that is in danger of losing its sacred center to

the mad pace of the holiday season.

The dark days of Advent are an invitation to
listen to our longings, speak our hopes,

 and prepare for incarnation,
 the embodiment of the Holy One

 in our flesh for the
healing of the world.

S IL EN C E -  S H A R IN G  -
P R A Y ER

All are welcome.  

If you have questions, 
please call Kate at 338-5108.


